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My Louisiana Sky 2011-02-15 tiger ann parker wants nothing more than to get out of the rural town of saitter louisiana far away from her mentally disabled mother her slow father who can t read an electric bill and her classmates who taunt her so when aunt dorie kay asks tiger to sp the summer with her in baton rouge tiger can t wait to go but before she leaves the sudden revelation of a dark family secret prompts tiger to make a decision that will ultimately change her life set in the south in the late 1950s this coming of age novel explores a twelve year old girl s struggle to accept her grandmother s death her mentally deficient parents and the changing world around her it is a novel filled with beautiful language and unforgettable characters and the importance of family and home my louisiana sky is a 1998 boston globe horn book award honor book for fiction
Keeper of the Night 2003-05 publisher description
When Zachary Beaver Came to Town 2011-07-19 national book award winner the red words painted on the trailer caused quite a buzz around town and before an hour was up half of antler was standing in line with two dollars clutched in hand to see the fattest boy in the world toby wilson is having the toughest summer of his life it s the summer his mother leaves for good the summer his best friend s brother returns from vietnam in a coffin and the summer that zachary beaver the fattest boy in the world arrives in their sleepy texas town while it s a summer filled with heartache of every kind it s also a summer of new friendships gained and old friendships renewed and it s zachary beaver who turns the town of antler upside down and leaves everyone especially toby changed forever with understated elegance kimberly willis holt tells a compelling coming of age story about a thirteen year old boy struggling to find himself in an imperfect world at turns passionate and humorous this extraordinary novel deals sensitively and candidly with obesity war and the true power of friendship when zachary beaver came to town is the winner of the 1999 national book award for young people s literature this title has common core connections
Blooming at the Texas Sunrise Motel 2017-03-28 after the sudden death of her parents stevie thirteen is sent to live at a rundown motel where she charms everyone except her estranged grandfather
Mister and Me 2000-11-01 jolene s family was just momma and grandpa until big loud leroy redfield started taking momma dancing jolene refuses to call him anything but mister without a name he isn t a real person to her but then jolene learns that mister wants to marry momma is there anything jolene can do to make him go away the warmth and love in the johnson household envelops the novel jolene s willingness to face the uncertainties of her future may well give courage to readers confronting sea changes of their own publishers weekly awards new york public library 100 titles for reading and sharing a texas bluebonnet master list book
The Ambassador of Nowhere Texas 2021-01-12 kimberly willis holt s the ambassador of nowhere texas is a stunning post 9 11 companion to the national book award winner when zachary beaver came to town decades after the vietnam war and toby s life changing summer with zachary beaver toby s daughter rylee is at a crossroads her best friend twig has started pushing her away just as joe a new kid from new york settles into their small town of antler rylee befriends joe and learns that joe s father was a first responder on 9 11 the two unlikely friends soon embark on a project to find zachary beaver and hopefully reconnect him with rylee s father almost thirty years later this beautiful middle grade novel is a tribute to friendships old and new and explores the challenges of rebuilding what may seem lost or destroyed christy ottaviano books
Part of Me 2014-12-23 the lives of four generations of one louisiana family woven together by a master storyteller tracing a family s roots is like taking a journey through the years in the case of one louisiana family that journey can be charted by the books they read and loved the journey begins in 1939 with rose who moves with her mother and siblings from rural texas to live with their estranged grandfather in the louisiana bayou rose connects with this flavorful community through her love of
books and by driving a bookmobile two decades later merle henry rose s son is more passionate about trapping a mink than about reading although there is a place in his heart for old yeller in 1973 merle henry s daughter annabeth feels torn between reading fairy tales and a crush on a real life knight in shining armor and in the present day annabeth s son kyle finds himself in a bind he hates reading but the only summer job he can get is at the library in her people smart way kimberly willis holt introduces us to a louisiana family touching lyrical and always intriguing their stories reveal the powerful connections between four generations part of me is a 2007 bank street best children s book of the year
Keeper of the Night 2011-09-27 a powerful new novel from the award winning author of when zachary beaver came to town isabel s mother died peacefully at least that s what isabel likes to think since no one will talk about the truth but the truth has a way of revealing itself at night ta ta sleeps curled up on the floor right where mama s body was found olivia wets her bed and wakes repeatedly from nightmares and frank starts carving his anger into his bedroom wall it s up to isabel to help her family get beyond the pain and loss to be the keeper of the night but who will be there for isabel and help her through to the other side set on the lush island of guam kimberly willis holt has written a painfully beautiful story about a young woman s struggle to protect her family after suicide hits home
The Water Seeker 2010-05-11 amos kincaid is the son of a dowser a person gifted in knowing how to find water deep in the ground as a young person amos doesn t reveal his gift to others he s not sure he wants the burden but through his experiences growing up and crossing the oregon trail amos learns about life s harsh realities especially the pain in losing loved ones as he cares for those around him amos comes to accept his dowsing fate this epic novel is a fascinating period piece about the westward expansion and one man s destiny as he searches for love and family
The Lost Boy's Gift 2019-04-30 kimberly willis holt explores themes of divorce acceptance intergenerational friendship and the power that comes with noticing in the lost boy s gift an insightful middle grade novel there are places where you want to go and places where you want to leave are also places where you want to stay nine year old daniel must move across the county with his mom after his parents divorce he s leaving behind his whole life everything and he s taking a suitcase of anger with him but daniel is in for a surprise when he settles into while a way lane and meets his new neighbors the lemonade girl the hopscotching mailman the tiny creatures and especially tilda butter tilda knows how to look and listen closely and it s that gift that helps daniel find his way in that curious placed called while a way lane this title has common core connections christy ottaviano books
Dear Hank Williams 2015-04-14 it s 1948 in rippling creek louisiana and tate p ellerbee s new teacher has just given her class an assignment learning the art of letter writing luckily tate has the perfect pen pal in mind hank williams a country music singer whose star has just begun to rise tate and her great aunt and uncle listen to him on the radio every saturday night and tate just knows that she and hank are kindred spirits told entirely through tate s hopeful letters this beautifully drawn novel from national book award winning author kimberly willis holt gradually unfolds a story of family love overcoming tragedy and an insightful girl learning to find her voice this title has common core connections
Dinner with the Highbrows 2014-04-08 the first time a friend invites bernard to dinner his mother gives him a long list of rules to follow such as keeping his elbows off the table and not speaking with his mouth full but he soon sees that being well to do does not mean one has the best manners
Waiting for Gregory 2006-03-21 the first picture book from national book award winner kimberly willis holt when exactly is cousin gregory going to be born asks little iris each family member has a different answer to her question while she s waiting for what seems like forever iris thinks about all the exciting things she and her new cousin will someday do together
Skinny Brown Dog 2007-06-12 national book award winning author kimberly willis holt delivers a charming story about an unlikely friendship between a baker and a dog that hangs around his bakery full color

Piper Reed, Forever Friend 2012-08-07 ten year old piper moves yet again when her father who is a chief petty officer in the navy gets assigned to norfolk virginia and although the move takes a bit of adjustment she soon makes friends with the girl next door and catches up with old friends too

Piper Reed, Navy Brat 2011-03-29 it s not easy being the middle child especially when your dad is a navy chief meet piper reed a spunky nine year old who has moved more times than she can count on one hand from texas to guam wherever piper goes adventure follows inspired by her active imagination free wheeling spirit and a bit of sister magic unlike her older sister piper loves being part of a navy family and unlike her little sister piper is no prodigy genius piper is piper fearless and full of life based on her own childhood experience kimberly willis holt portrays the life of a navy family with warmth and humor

Dancing In Cadillac Light 2002-11-11 1968 looks like it ll be a pretty good year for jaynell lambert the town s going to pave the dirt road she lives on her girly girl sister racine isn t driving her completely crazy and grandpap has just moved in with his new emerald green cadillac convertible jaynell and grandpap have something special but why won t grandpap tell her the reason he visits with the dirt poor pickens family on the other side of town when jaynell finds out grandpap s secret the legacy of an old man transforms a family and a town at once gritty and poetic stark and sentimental a solid page turner holt once again displays her remarkable gift school library journal starred review

Piper Reed, Clubhouse Queen 2011-08-02 previously published as piper reed the great gypsy the gypsy club creed we are the gypsies of land and sea we move from port to port we make friends wherever we go and everywhere we go we let people know that we re the gypsies of land and sea piper s dad the navy chief might be gone again but piper s got plenty to keep her busy at home new neighbors a spaceship beach house a trip to new orleans and most important the upcoming gypsy club pet show piper is determined to win but teaching her dog bruna tricks seems nearly impossible bruna is simply un teachable or is she join piper as she embarks on new and exciting adventures

Piper Reed, Rodeo Star 2011-03-29 piper s parents are going on vacation to france and not taking the whole family what rotten luck still piper always looks on the bright side the reed sisters will be visiting their two sets of grandparents in piney woods and piper is determined to have four adventures by working in a grocery store listening to tori s scary stories and lassoing a calf piper almost reaches her quota but sometimes the best adventures are the most unexpected ones

Piper Reed, the Great Gypsy 2008-08-19 while her father a navy chief is on ship duty for six months nine year old piper stays busy with new neighbors christmas at a spaceship beach house a trip to new orleans and especially the upcoming gypsy club pet show

Piper Reed, Party Planner 2011-03-29 previously published as piper reed gets a job piper reed and her fellow gypsy club members are in need of a clubhouse raising money to buy one proves a challenge piper being the resourceful fifth grader that she is launches her own party planning business and gets her first job throwing young brady s birthday celebration but things don t go as expected on the day of the big event fortunately for piper her friends and family come to her rescue

Piper Reed, Campfire Girl 2011-03-29 piper and her family are going camping nothing could be better but when piper finds out
that the camping trip is on halloween nothing could be worse still catching fish roasting marshmallows and sleeping in a
trailer are right up piper s alley even if getting poison ivy is not get ready for another terrific adventure starring the
ever spunky ever loving piper reed

**Piper Reed, Rodeo Star** 2011-03-29 after bidding goodbye to her friends michael and nicole who are moving away piper and her
sisters spend winter break with their two sets of grandparents in piney woods louisiana where piper learns that the best
adventures are the unexpected ones

**The Hurricane Girls** 2023-08-29 a coming of age middle grade novel about three best friends born in the wake of hurricane
katrina who must confront storms of their own 12 years later from a national book award winning author born in the wake of
hurricane katrina greer joya mia and kiki are seventh graders and the best of friends after an accident leaves greer s little
sister paralyzed greer is forever changed by the experience and blames herself kiki and joya mia will do anything to help
greer let go of this emotional burden and a plan is hatched to compete in a triathlon each girl will participate kiki will
swim joya mia will cycle and greer if they can persuade her will run something she once loved to do set on the westbank of
new orleans this contemporary coming of age novel is a journey of growth healing and difficult transitions as the girls
navigate their many life challenges family trauma body insecurity and the conflict between ambitions and responsibilities it
s a powerful and enlightening exploration of how to surmount personal tragedy through friendship and forgiveness

**Piggy's Sweet Potato Pie Lesson** 2007-10 as the clearwaters travel west fearless granny and little critter are jolted from the
horse drawn wagon and have many exotic adventures before being reunited with the rest of their family includes author s notes
about the western migration that took place in the united states between 1815 and 1840

**Kimberly Willis Holt** 2004 every club needs a clubhouse and piper reed isn t going to give up until the gypsy club has one

**The Adventures of Granny Clearwater and Little Critter** 2010-10-12 the deluxe collector s edition of the national book award
winning middle grade novel now with a foreword by new york times bestselling and newbery honor author sheila turnage as well
as updated q a content from kimberly willis holt and other bonus material featuring stories and photos of her childhood
national book award winner the red words painted on the trailer caused quite a buzz around town and before an hour was up
half of antler was standing in line with two dollars clutched in hand to see the fattest boy in the world toby wilson is
having the toughest summer of his life it s the summer his mother leaves for good the summer his best friend s brother
returns from vietnam in a coffin and the summer that zachary beaver the fattest boy in the world arrives in their sleepy
texas town while it s a summer filled with heartache of every kind it s also a summer of new friendships gained and old
friendships renewed and it s zachary beaver who turns the town of antler upside down and leaves everyone especially toby
changed forever with understated elegance kimberly willis holt tells a compelling coming of age story about a thirteen year
old boy struggling to find himself in an imperfect world at turns passionate and humorous this extraordinary novel deals
sensitively and candidly with obesity war and the true power of friendship when zachary beaver came to town is the winner of
the 1999 national book award for young people s literature this title has common core connections

**Piper Reed Gets a Job** 2010-06-22 offers ten stories that provide a look into adventures of discovery

**When Zachary Beaver Came to Town Collector's Edition** 2021-01-12 there is nothing lonelier than a cat who has been loved at
least for a while and then abandoned on the side of the road a calico cat about to have kittens hears the lonely howl of a
chained up hound deep in the backwaters of the bayou she dares to find him in the forest and the hound dares to befriend this
cat this feline this creature he is supposed to hate they are an unlikely pair about to become an unlikely family ranger
urges the cat to hide underneath the porch to raise her kittens there because gar face the man living inside the house will
surely use them as alligator bait should he find them but they are safe in the underneath as long as they stay in the underneath kittens however are notoriously curious creatures and one kitten s one moment of curiosity sets off a chain of events that is astonishing remarkable and enormous in its meaning for everyone who loves sounder shiloh and the yearling for everyone who loves the haunting beauty of writers such as marjorie kinnan rawlings flannery o connor and carson mccullers kathi appelt spins a harrowing yet keenly sweet tale about the power of love and its opposite hate the fragility of happiness and the importance of making good on your promises

My Louisiana Sky [by] Kimberly Willis Holt 2000 marking the 10th anniversary of hurricane katrina this companion to the great american dust bowl combines lively drawings and authoritative memoir in graphic novel form to recount one of the most destructive and devastating natural disasters in our american history

Destination Unexpected 2006 the quick student workbooks are designed to get students thinking critically about the text they read and providing a guided study format to facilitate in improved learning and retention teachers and homeschool instructors may use them to improve student learning and organization students will construct and identify the following areas of knowledge character identification events location vocabulary main idea conflict and more as appropriate to the text

Ancient China 2003 who doesn t dream of writing a novel while holding on to a day job robert j ray and coauthor bret norris can help readers do just that with this proven practical and accessible step by step guide to completing a novel in just a year s worth of weekends the weekend novelist shows writers of all levels how to divide their writing time into weekend work sessions and how to handle character scene and plot this new revised version is far more skills based than its predecessor and includes both classic and contemporary literature models contains a sample novel in progress and at the end offers readers the choice to rewrite their novel draft a memoir or turn their rough draft into a screenplay readers for a decade have been instructed and inspired by the weekend novelist this new edition will help many more strive to realize their writing potential offers a practical structured approach to finishing a novel ray has taught more than 10 000 students over 25 years and continues to teach new classes that attract new readers to his books

The Underneath 2012-07-24 louisa s life in a loving pioneer family on the nebraska prairie is altered by the arrival of a new doctor and his beautiful tragically frail wife

Drowned City 2015 the never before told story of one of the worst rail disasters in u s history in which two trains full of people trapped high in the cascade mountains are hit by a devastating avalanche in february 1910 a monstrous blizzard centered on washington state hit the northwest breaking records the world stopped but nowhere was the danger more terrifying than near a tiny town called wellington perched high in the cascade mountains where a desperate situation evolved minute by minute two trainloads of cold hungry passengers and their crews found themselves marooned without escape their railcars gradually being buried in the rising drifts for days an army of the great northern railroad s most dedicated men led by the line s legendarily courageous superintendent james o neill worked round the clock to rescue the trains but the storm was unrelenting and to the passenger s great anxiety the railcars their only shelter were parked precariously on the edge of a steep ravine as the days passed food and coal supplies dwindled panic and rage set in as snow accumulated deeper and deeper on the cliffs overhanging the trains finally just when escape seemed possible the unthinkable occurred the earth shifted and a colossal avalanche tumbled from the high pinnacles sweeping the trains and their sleeping passengers over the steep slope and down the mountainside centered on the astonishing spectacle of our nation s deadliest avalanche gary krist s the white cascade is the masterfully told story of a supremely dramatic and never before documented american tragedy an adventure saga filled with colorful and engaging history this is epic narrative storytelling at its finest
When Zachary Beaver Came to Town by Kimberly Willis Holt Student Workbook 2017-05-10 from caldecott honoree leuyen pham
outside inside is a moving picture book that captures the unforgettable moment during the pandemic when people all over the
world came together it celebrates the essential workers frontline workers and communities that worked with each other to
protect our loved ones something strange happened on an unremarkable day just before the season changed everybody who was
outside went inside outside it was quieter wilder and different inside we laughed we cried and we grew we remembered to
protect the ones we love and love the ones who protect us while the world changed outside we became stronger on the inside
and believed that someday soon spring would come again a chicago public library best of the best book of 2021 evanston public
library 101 great books for kids list of 2021 a shelf awareness best children s book of 2021 a 2022 notable children s books
in the language arts list
The Weekend Novelist 2011-08-24 during the summer of 1971 in a small texas town thirteen year old toby and his friend cal
meet the star of a sideshow act 600 pound zachary the fattest boy in the world
Prairie Songs 1987-09-25
The White Cascade 2008-01-22
Outside, Inside 2021-01-05
When Zachary Beaver Came to Town 2006